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Abstract4

While sanctions in political and economic areas are now part of the standard reper-5

toire of the EU, the USA and other countries, sanctions in science and culture in general6

are new. Historically, fundamental research as conducted at international research cen-7

ters such as CERN has long been seen as a driver for peace, and the Science4Peace idea8

has been celebrated for decades. However, much changed with the war against Ukraine,9

and most Western and EU science organizations put scientific cooperation with Russia10

and Belarus on hold immediately after the start of the war in 2022. In addition, common11

publications and participation in conferences were banned by some institutions, going12

against the ideal of free scientific exchange and communication.13

These and other points were the topics of an international virtual panel discussion14

organized by the Science4Peace Forum together with the Natural Scientists Initiative -15

Responsibility for Peace and Sustainability (NatWiss e.V.) [1] in Germany and the journal16

Wissenschaft und Frieden (W&F) [2] (see the Figure). Fellows from the Hamburg Insti-17

tute for Peace Research and Security Policy (IFSH) [3], scientists from the large physics18

research institutes DESY and CERN, as well as from climate and futures research were19

represented on the panel.20

In this Dossier we document the panel discussion, and give additional perspectives.21

22

The authors of the individual sections present their personal reflections, which should not be taken23

as implying that they are endorsed by the Science4Peace Forum or any other organizations.24
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Sanctions in Science  
One year of sanctions 

A virtual panel discussion 

12 April 2023, 5 pm (CEST)

1 Introduction25

Following the invasion of the territory of Ukraine by troops of the army of the Russian Fed-26

eration at the end of February 2022, and the suffering inflicted on many innocent civilians27

including scientists, the landscape of international scientific collaboration changed greatly.28

Although many Russian and Belarusian scientists immediately protested against the war [4],29

many Western Scientific Institutions launched bans on their historical scientific cooperation30

with Russian institutions. For example, German Science Organizations [5] recommended31

freezing all scientific cooperation with Russian State Institutions, and some German research32

laboratories, such as DESY in Hamburg, went even a step further and banned in addition all33

common scientific publications and joint participation in scientific conferences [6, 7].34

Scientists at DESY, CERN and elsewhere were very shocked by the war and demanded35

an immediate stop to this senseless killing of people. While unified in protest against the36

war, many scientists were also shocked by the immediate reactions of science organizations37

to put on ice long-standing collaborations, and felt that such actions in the field of science38

went against the Science for Peace ideal that had led, in particular, to the foundation of CERN.39

After World War II, scientists came together in 1954 and founded CERN, the world’s largest40
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research center for particle physics, with the support of their governments and the help of41

UNESCO. CERN’s website states explicitly that one of its missions is Science for Peace [8].42

This mission was recognized from the earliest days of CERN. For example, the early history43

of cooperation between CERN, the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research (JINR) in Dubna and44

Soviet research institutes from 1955 - 1970 was reviewed in a very interesting article from45

1975 [9]. More recently, during a Science4Peace seminar in November 2021 [10], R. Heuer,46

a former Director-General of CERN, explained enthusiastically how science at CERN and47

other laboratories and institutes in different regions of the world contributes as a driver for48

peace.49

Many of us who work at CERN in large experimental collaborations or as visitors en-50

joyed this spirit of an open scientific community, which allowed exchanges of scientists and51

scientific collaboration across borders even during the Cold War. We were proud of our inter-52

national contacts and collaborations, and we were proud to promote scientific collaboration53

across the world as a driver for peace. These principles underpin the solidarity of Western54

scientists with their Ukrainian colleagues.55

As a reaction to the drastic changes in science policy of some science organizations and56

research laboratories, scientists from DESY and CERN launched on March 3, 2022 an open57

letter to the DESY directorate to protest against its very strong sanctions imposed on our58

Russian and Belarusian colleagues [11], and formed the Science4Peace Forum [12]. After59

discussions in a wider forum, and being afraid that also in other research laboratories like60

CERN such strong sanctions could be implemented, a general petition Stop the Escalation Spi-61

ral [13] was launched. In this petition it is argued that the sanctions imposed on scientists are62

counterproductive, they do not put pressure on the Russian government, but make communication63

among scientists difficult and in some cases impossible. They often affect colleagues who share our64

condemnation of the war and have endangered their own welfare by expressing their opinions pub-65

licly. These sanctions will not help to achieve a ceasefire or resolve the conflict. On the contrary, these66

measures will isolate Russian and Belarusian scientists and decouple them from international discus-67

sions, in science and elsewhere. The signatories also advocated maintaining scientific cooperation,68

so as to avoid the useless proliferation of sources of tension that escalate the conflict and extend it to69

the scientific and personal relations within the physics community.70

After the outbreak of the war, all publications of the big particle physics experiments at71

CERN were put on hold, and in February 2023 the experiments decided to remove the official72

affiliations of Russian and Belarusian scientists, replacing them with the phrase affiliated with73

an institute covered by a cooperation agreement with CERN* [14]. Other big particle physics74

experiments reacted in different ways, for example the Belle II collaboration simply replaced75

all affiliations by just the ORCID number [15]. In September 2022, H. Schopper, the former76

Director of DESY and also former Director-General of CERN, who founded the SESAME77

project in the Middle East, made very clear statements in an article titled "Science4Peace?78

More than ever!" [16].79

While scientists are concerned about scientific cooperation and the spirit of international80

*The original documents of the decisions of the experiments are not available publicly, only internally.
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collaboration as a driver for peace when communication is restricted and groups of scien-81

tists are excluded from common projects (for further discussion see [17–19]), an even greater82

worry for everybody is the fear of further escalation and the risk of a nuclear inferno. This led83

the Science4Peace Forum to launch, together with 14 Nobel Laureates and other well-known84

scientists, a petition No First Use - Never Any Use of Nuclear Weapons [20].85

After more than a year of war against Ukraine, and over a year of sanctions in science,86

a panel discussion on Sanctions in Science - One Year of Sanctions [21] was organized by the87

Science4Peace Forum to recap the consequences of sanctions and to discuss the future of88

scientific cooperation. The following Dossier includes contributions to the panel discussion89

and additional comments on the future of scientific cooperation.90

2 Sanctions in Science - One Year of Sanctions91

In this Section we document the statements and reflections of the panelists at the panel dis-92

cussion in spring 2023 Sanctions in Science - One Year of Sanctions. The full video recording is93

available on [21].94

2.1 Natasa Raicevic, CMS, University of Montenegro, Podgorica, Montenegro95

When addressing the problem of sanctions in science, especially in the case of big interna-96

tional scientific collaborations whose results come from the united effort of many scientists97

from different countries all over the world, the following two points are important to re-98

view. There are examples how sanctions in science were conducted in the past, e.g., their99

imposition on Yugoslavia in the 1990’s, and an example of cooperation through scientific100

collaboration between opposing parties in current wars and conflicts, namely the SESAME101

project.102

Thirty years ago, the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro) was under103

embargo and sanctions from UN Security Council because of interference in the civil war in104

Bosnia. The former Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia had been one of the 12 founding105

countries of CERN in 1950s. However, it left the Organization in 1961 and at the time when106

sanctions were imposed it had the status of Observer to the CERN Council. †
107

As soon as sanctions were imposed, CERN announced that it would not ignore the unani-108

mous will of the international community, and CERN promptly adopted the United Nation’s109

embargo against the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. The details how CERN reacted can be110

found on the official site: CERN and UN embargo against Serbia and Montenegro.111

CERN took all measures to run down the activities of cooperation with Serbia and Mon-112

tenegro. For example, all data communications using computer networks were shut down.113

No scientific materials were sent from CERN to Yugoslavia or vice versa. After the em-114

bargo was announced, no CERN personnel visited Yugoslavia. CERN also decided not to115

implement the Agreements of Scientific Cooperation it had signed in 1989 and in 1991, and116

†Serbia has subsequently rejoined CERN as a Member State, and Montenegro has an International Coopera-
tion Agreement (ICA) with CERN.
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subsequently discontinued all cooperation with the scientific institutes of Serbia and Mon-117

tenegro.118

Now, thirty years later, very careful and lengthy discussions have taken place within the119

CERN collaborations in attempt to find the most decent way to apply the sanctions towards120

our colleagues from Russia and Belarus. After over a year and many rounds of secret voting121

they arrived at a compromise between several sides with different, strong feelings towards122

the sanctions.123

In the case of the war in Ukraine, CERN did not take such sharp actions toward our124

colleagues from Russia and Belarus as it had earlier towards those from Yugoslavia (Serbia125

and Montenegro). CERN softened its actions as long as it could and there were extensive126

exchanges of opinions in the CERN Council itself and also within and between the collab-127

orations. Appeals from scientists, in particular from the Science4Peace Forum, played an128

important role in mitigating the sanctions compared to those imposed on Yugoslavia in the129

1990s. It should be remembered that the presence, contribution and impact of Russian sci-130

entists at CERN was much more significant than the Yugoslav ones, and that sanctions were131

not being mandated by the UN.132

Any sanctions put a country in a difficult situation and, in general, they have the greatest133

consequences in science and culture. During the recovery, after the political and economic134

sanctions, the country solves the most urgent problems first, and the collapsed science and135

culture must wait a long time for their recovery.136

We should highlight all the good examples that were present in science before 2022, and137

that are still there. For example, the Synchrotron-light for Experimental Science and Appli-138

cations in the Middle East (SESAME [22]) regional project should be mentioned. It started139

working in Jordan officially in 2017, and now represents a true center of science. It was140

supported by CERN with the aim to use science as a way to learn to work together in the141

Middle East. Like CERN, it was established with the support of UNESCO as a Science for142

Peace project. It brings together regional adversaries such as Iran, Israel and Palestine. So,143

projects are still being developed whose main aims include building scientific and cultural144

bridges between participating countries, and strengthening mutual understanding and tol-145

erance through international cooperation between people who were recently or are currently146

in conflict.147

We know this works and there is no reason why should one go and spoil scientific col-148

laborations that are built and function on solid foundations for many years, thanks to the149

dedication of the scientists who care for it. Such collaborations should not suffer from the150

many injustices, violations of rights and wars that we continue to witness.151

2.2 Michel Spiro, President of IUPAP and Jens Vigen, Secretary-General of152

IUPAP153

The International Union of Pure and Applied Physics (IUPAP) [23]) has, since its outset hun-154

dred years ago, defended the position that no scientists should be barred from participating155

in conferences or events on the basis of their nationality or their affiliation. This position is156
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clearly reflected in Article 3 in its Articles of Association [24] (the latest version was adopted157

by the IUPAP General Assembly on 22 October 2021).158

The text says: The purpose of IUPAP is to assist in the worldwide development of physics, to159

foster international cooperation in physics.160

IUPAP carries out its purpose by sponsoring international meetings; .... ; upholding open-161

ness, honesty and integrity in the practice, application and promotion of physics; supporting the162

free circulation of scientists; ... (our emphasis).163

In order to mitigate sanctions against our Russian and Belarusian colleagues, IUPAP at its164

General Assembly in July 2022 approved the possibility for anyone not actively supporting165

war and who is committed to democratic principles for resolving disagreements and conflicts166

to use IUPAP as their affiliation when participating at conferences [25].167

So IUPAP sticks to its principled position, which is that no scientists should be barred168

from participating in any IUPAP-supported conference or event on the basis of their na-169

tionality or affiliation, and that any event where this position is rejected, including rejection170

of mechanisms that we have formulated to diffuse simmering tensions arising from geo-171

political conflicts, should not enjoy IUPAP support.172

We hope that all colleagues will adhere to the IUPAP position and in that way contribute173

to foster international cooperation. We will be ready to assist anyone who opts to accept174

IUPAP affiliation for colleagues affiliated to Russian or Belarusian institutes.175

We are ready to extend this mechanism to schools and also to collaborations, with suitable176

adaptations.177

2.3 Götz Neuneck, Co-chair, Federation of German Scientists, German Pug-178

wash Representative and Council Member179

From my perspective, modern science is rooted in humanism and progress for all mankind.180

Its main principles are objectivity, rational reasoning and international exchange, which must181

be preserved also in confrontational times. These principles are always endangered. There182

are many good historical examples for successful cooperation such as the International Geo-183

physical Year in 1957, the foundation of CERN and DESY, the International Space Station or184

the SESAME Project in the Middle East. The scientific community should serve as a bridge185

across boundaries, as a spearhead of international understanding, as pointed out by Victor Weis-186

skopf.187

On the other hand, scientists should not be naive. Science is not only for international188

cooperation, but is also a competitive enterprise seeking glory, prestige and national funds.189

In extreme cases scientific results can be misused for military purposes, exposing the am-190

bivalence of science. The ambivalent nature of scientific knowledge will always exist and191

can only be mitigated by dialogue, preventive measures, technological assessment and arms192

control talks. As many political documents show, the global scientific community is more193

and more challenged by a new geopolitical rivalry between the US, Russia and China. One194

example is the emerging new arms race between these superpowers.195

The brutal and unlawful war in the Ukraine has not only triggered far-reaching economic196
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sanctions by the European Union against Russia and Belarus, but also led to a freeze of of-197

ficial cooperation with scientific state institutions in Russia and Belarus that support openly198

this war of aggression. Russian scientists must exercise the duty of avoiding heated and199

servile statements to defend an unlawful war against a sovereign country, but instead con-200

tribute to a solution.201

Of course, sanctions in science are in general counterproductive in the long run, both for202

the scientists themselves and for scientific progress as such. Also, state entities should be203

very careful to assess continuously the individual and scientific implications of these sanc-204

tions. Although emphasizing that these sanctions are not applied against single individuals,205

the collateral damage of official sanctions must be carefully estimated and reversed quickly206

if the right conditions are met. Western scientists must also talk with their Russian counter-207

parts about the origin, implications and possible resolution of this bloody war in the Ukraine.208

And there is hope that the relations with Russia can be resurrected once the war is over.209

The Pugwash Conferences on Science and World Affairs have showed for decades that it210

is not only possible but also absolutely necessary to talk with the other side in a confidential211

way even on political issues. There are many examples in the history of Pugwash when it212

was possible to organize a structured dialogue with colleagues in the Eastern bloc or the213

Middle East on arms control, non-proliferation and disarmament (restraint, cuts, reductions214

etc.). Even in times of danger, it still forms a good basis for assessing the consequences of215

new technologies in security/military affairs using criteria and lessons learnt. Science has a216

role here, too.217

2.4 Alexander Glazov, Belle II collaboration, DESY, Germany218

High-energy physics collider experiments are vast undertakings involving hundreds or even219

thousands of physicists from various countries worldwide. For instance, the Belle II exper-220

iment is conducted by nearly a thousand physicists from diverse nations, including Japan,221

several EU countries, China, India, the USA, Ukraine, and Russia.222

These collaborations are necessitated by the sheer scale of the projects, both technically223

and due to the wide array of scientific topics they cover. International collaboration has been224

crucial since the 1970s and 1980s, a period marked by reduced tensions between Eastern and225

Western blocs and the disintegration of the Eastern bloc. The collaborative spirit thrived226

from the 1990s to the 2010s during experiments at prominent institutions like CERN, DESY,227

Fermilab, KEK, and SLAC.228

The primary driving force behind these large experimental collaborations is fundamental229

research. Collaboration, diversity, openness, and publishing in open-access journals [26] are230

standard practices. Leadership positions are determined based on these criteria and scientific231

excellence.232

Financial support for high-energy physics research is substantial and primarily sourced233

from national funding agencies. These agencies benefit significantly from high-profile re-234

sults, including Nobel awards for discoveries such as the Higgs boson at the LHC and ob-235

servation of charge-parity violation in B-meson decays at SLAC and KEK.236
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However, the war in Ukraine, initiated by Putin’s regime, dealt a blow to this open collab-237

orative environment. The international community’s condemnation led to various sanctions238

imposed by funding agencies, aimed at supporting Ukraine and punishing institutions that239

did not condemn the war.240

Different research collaborations have responded differently to these requests. While241

vehemently condemning Russian aggression and supporting Ukrainian scientists, collabora-242

tions aimed to maintain scientific exchanges and assist Belarusian and Russian researchers243

who condemned the war. One contentious issue was publication policy. For instance, the244

Belle II collaboration developed a compromise where authors signed papers without affiliat-245

ing institutes, identified by ORCID number [15], meeting both funding agency requirements246

and the principle of non-discrimination based on nationality.247

Sanctions in science have numerous negative effects with little benefit. Most Belarusian248

and Russian scientists are strongly against the war. Isolating them might push them in the249

opposite direction, limiting their opportunities for international publication and funding.250

Additionally:251

• Belarusian and Russian scientists have made significant contributions to building and252

running experiments over decades. Discriminating against them is a severe punish-253

ment with questionable justification.254

• There is minimal risk of sharing dual-use technologies; scientists involved in military255

projects in Russia do not publish in open-access journals.256

• International collaborations have been crucial for young scientists from Belarus and257

Russia, fostering mutual benefits for universities with strong research traditions.258

• Sanctions on Russian institutions mean European collaborators miss out on future259

projects in Russia, such as NICA [27], representing lost opportunities for research.260

One reason for maintaining restrictions on Belarusian and Russian scientists is Ukraine’s261

uncompromising stance. Events allowing Russian participation were boycotted or threat-262

ened by Ukraine, understandably given the circumstances. However, it is crucial to look263

ahead, at the ending of the war and the re-enabling of scientific and humanitarian exchanges.264

International research in high-energy particle physics has proven to be an ideal platform for265

this.266

2.5 John Ellis, Theoretical Physicist, King’s College London267

My introduction to CERN was as a summer student in 1968. Coming from the cloistered268

environment of an English university, the international community at CERN was a revela-269

tion to me, and I was an instant convert to its mission of “Science for Peace” [8]. At the270

time, CERN was far less global than it is today but, supported by its Council, had already271

established relations with scientists in the Soviet Union via the Dubna Joint Institute for Nu-272

clear Research (JINR) and the Institute for High-Energy Physics (IHEP) in Serpukhov [9].273
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Indeed, CERN physicists were working actively on an experiment at IHEP’s 70-GeV acceler-274

ator, which had the highest energy in the world. This was at the height of the Cold War, but275

CERN was regarded as a neutral space where scientists from the Soviet Union, Europe and276

even the US could meet each other and exchange ideas. ‡
277

It was also in 1968 that the Soviet Union and its satellites invaded Czechoslovakia, but278

this did not lead to any scientific sanctions. An agreement had been reached earlier in the279

year to initiate joint CERN-JINR schools of physics, and the invasion delayed the start until280

1970, but that was the only significant disruption. These schools went on to introduce many281

generations of Soviet and West European students to each other, and played an important282

role in laying a personal basis for East-West collaboration in the years following the collapse283

of the Soviet Union. § Likewise, the CERN experiment at Serpukhov continued, and went on284

to find the first evidence for rising hadron-hadron cross-sections in 1971.285

So, CERN did not impose any scientific sanctions against the Soviet Union following the286

invasion of Czechoslovakia, nor following the invasion of Afghanistan in 1979. Needless to287

say, there was also no discussion of sanctions against the US and its allies following their in-288

vasions of Afghanistan and Iraq. As discussed in Section 2.1, the only occasion prior to 2022289

when CERN implemented any scientific sanctions was in 1992 against the Federal Republic290

of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro), aligning itself with resolution 757 of the UN Secu-291

rity Council. For obvious reasons, the UN Security Council did not authorise any sanctions292

against Russia and Belarus in 2022, so why did CERN implement scientific sanctions? The293

answer is highly political, and beyond my pay grade.294

From 1999 to 2011 I advised successive CERN Directors-General on relations between295

the organization and many non-Member States, including Russia and Ukraine. In this ca-296

pacity, “Science for Peace” was my personal motto, and it was rewarding to see Indians297

work alongside Pakistanis, Palestinians work alongside Israelis, and Iranians work along-298

side Americans, as well as many Middle Eastern, Latin-American and smaller European299

countries build up their collaborations with CERN. Several of the countries I worked with300

have become Member States of CERN, including Israel and Serbia, and others have become301

Associate Members, e.g., India, Pakistan and Ukraine. There were some indications at one302

stage that Russia might want to become an Associate Member or even a full Member of303

CERN, but it was not to be.304

In parallel with its globalisation, CERN has served as a model for the SESAME project [22]305

in the Middle East, whose Council brings, in particular, delegates from Iran, Israel and Pales-306

tine together around a table to discuss a common scientific project. There are also plans for307

a similar scientific infrastructure in the Western Balkans called SEEIST [28], also inspired by308

CERN, which would bring together several adversaries in the region including as Albania,309

Kosovo, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro and Serbia.310

Japan, the US and Russia made key contributions to the construction of the LHC, making311

‡CERN’s role as an East-West meeting-point continued into the 1980s, when discussions during a visit to
CERN enabled delegates to the Gorbachev-Reagan summit to make a breakthrough in blocked negotiations.

§It is particularly regrettable that Russian and Belarusian students’ access to CERN schools has now been
restricted as part of the sanctions discussed below.
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possible its scientific successes such as the discovery of the Higgs boson by global teams with312

over a hundred nationalities. Up until 2022, hundreds of Russian and Belarusian physicists313

were working alongside their Western colleagues on upgrades of the LHC and its experi-314

ments, as well as analysing data. The legal framework for this collaboration is provided by315

International Co-operation Agreements (ICAs) with Russia, Belarus and JINR that are due to316

expire in 2024, and the CERN Council has stated its intention not to extend these ICAs. ¶ This317

imposition of sanctions against Russian and Belarusian scientists threatens to deprive them318

of the scientific fruits of their efforts, contrary to the norms on which collaborative research319

is based.320

Some CERN Member States have gone so far as to forbid their scientists to co-author321

papers with scientists affiliated with Russian institutions. This embroiled the LHC collab-322

orations in long discussions how to treat Russian and Belarusian authors, as discussed in323

Section 2.4. For several months there were no LHC papers, followed by a period during324

which they issued papers with no author lists while tried to find a solution. I advocated sim-325

ply attaching ORCID identifiers for each author that could provide, when clicked, whatever326

affiliations and funding information the author wished. This was the solution adopted by327

the Belle II collaboration at KEK [15] (and also for this article), but was not accepted by the328

LHC collaborations. They decided instead to list authors from Russia and Belarus, but single329

them out by replacing the names and locations of their institutions by the phrase “Affiliated330

with an institute covered by a cooperation agreement with CERN” [14]. In this way, it is pos-331

sible at the moment for Russian and Belarusian authors to co-sign CERN papers, but what332

will happen after the ICAs expire?333

The impact on the Russian and Belarusian physicists currently working at CERN will be334

dire. Many have been based at CERN with their families, some for many years. None bear335

any personal responsibility for the Russian invasion of Ukraine, most (though not all) op-336

pose it, and many Russian physicists have signed petitions opposing it [4]. If they are forced337

to return to Russia, they face potential retribution, perhaps even conscription. What alter-338

natives do they have? Would they consider working on military projects for Russia or some339

other country such as China, Iran or North Korea? And what of the students and other early-340

career scientists in Russia who want to do research in high-energy physics? They will lose341

the opportunity to meet their Western colleagues, and their interests may turn elsewhere,342

perhaps to military research careers. The point has often been made that scientific sanctions343

do not deter the Russian regime: in fact, they might even strengthen it, and CERN will lose344

a generation of potential scientific collaborators.345

Scientific sanctions on Russia certainly harm the prospects for future large international346

science projects. As already mentioned, Russia has been a key partner in the LHC project,347

but it is difficult to see how this valuable collaboration could be revived for any future accel-348

erator at CERN, such the FCC project. With its determination to “punish” Russia for political349

reasons, the Council of CERN has effectively shot in the foot the organization for which it is350

¶Since JINR is an international scientific organization with several Member States, it should be treated inde-
pendently from Russian and Belarusian institutes.
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responsible. If “Science for Peace” is to be more than a slogan, power politics should be kept351

out of scientific decision-making.352

How can we scientists act in the current situation? We should take every opportunity353

to demonstrate our solidarity with both our Russian and Ukrainian colleagues, and support354

them in the current situation that is not of their making. We should endeavour to maintain355

our collaborations with them by informal channels if necessary. We should seek out organi-356

sations such as IUPAP [23] that may sponsor Russians’ participation in scientific events [25],357

or provide affiliations for maintaining scientific collaborations and publishing research re-358

sults (see Section 2.2). And we should plan ahead for a revival of the ideal of “Science for359

Peace” once the current nightmare comes to an end [16].360

3 Contributions to the discussion from different fields of sci-361

ence362

In this section we document contributions to the discussion on sanctions in science from363

different fields of science.364

3.1 How can science still cooperate with Russia? Malte Albrecht and Jür-365

gen Scheffran, Natural Scientists Initiative - Responsibility for Peace and366

Sustainability ||
367

The following text was first published in Frankfurter Rundschau on July 7, 2023 (and is trans-368

lated here to English).369

"Networks of science with Russia and Ukraine are germ cells of the reconstruction of370

trust," say Malte Albrecht and Jürgen Scheffran. In their guest article, they propose concrete371

steps for a peace-promoting science.372

War cannot be waged with soldiers alone. Scientists all over the world make wars possi-373

ble with their research. It is not only the natural and technical sciences whose research leads374

to the development and use of armed drones and automated weapon systems.375

Findings from mass psychology, media and opinion research are central components of376

military strategy - propaganda is the best-known example. A significant contribution of377

science to a peaceful world order is to take responsibility for one’s own research results.378

Scientific networks with Russia and other states have contributed to a more peaceful379

world since World War II. They have created spaces for encounter and discussion. Even in380

times of the greatest polarization and nuclear war threat of the Cold War, there was scientific381

exchange between East and West. The findings of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate382

Change would not be possible without the contributions of Russian research. Without them,383

we lack understanding the influence of the Arctic and the release of greenhouse gases from384

Siberian soils on the global climate system and its tipping points.385

||Malte Albrecht is a political scientist and chairman of the Natural Scientists Initiative - Responsibility for
Peace and Sustainability (NatWiss e.V. [1])., Jürgen Scheffran is a professor of geography at the University of
Hamburg and a member of NatWiss.
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The destruction of scientific networks does not help.386

The destruction of such networks aims at the political isolation of the Russian govern-387

ment. But the legitimization of the Kremlin is not the task of research networks.388

Therefore, the debate on sanctioning, i.e., suspension of scientific cooperation with Rus-389

sia, ignores the actual question: How can scientists worldwide contribute to a more peaceful390

and sustainable world?391

One response to this is the full commitment to civil cooperation, as demanded by the Sci-392

ence4Peace initiative at CERN and DESY in protest against the termination of cooperation393

with Russia. They can help to contain the instrumentalization of science. Because the debate394

about the pros and cons of joint research projects ignores the actual problem of international395

research cooperation: the dependencies of research that counteract the constitutionally guar-396

anteed freedom of science.397

Armaments research is an example of this problem: it is dependent on third-party funds,398

it must be secret, it leads to scientific block formation, it is part of the war logic. Scientific399

cooperation with Russia therefore needs the same thing that applies to every other country:400

a new strategy under the banner of responsibility.401

What can help:402

• A practical commitment to peaceful cooperation, for example in the form of civil clauses403

for projects and allocation of funds. We need every engineer, every social scientist, ev-404

ery economist to tackle the existential challenges of climate change, social inequality405

and war by peaceful means.406

• Democratization of academic self-government, especially the highest bodies, to pro-407

mote decision-making processes from the bottom-up.408

• Incentives to ensure the peaceful use of research results, in particular of armament-409

related research. This includes the abolition of patents on innovations that can help410

solve the most pressing problems of humanity.411

• A social debate about the financing of science to enable responsible and self-determined412

research. Research is at the service of the future viability of those who finance it - the413

citizens. Such networks with Russia and Ukraine are germ cells of the reconstruction414

of trust and responsibility, of a new security architecture in Europe and the world that415

involves the interests of all.416

Numerous initiatives have spoken out in favor of maintaining the scientific networks417

with Russia and Ukraine. This cooperation is part of the logic of peace. It is worth being418

expanded and defended.419

3.2 Sanctions in the sciences as a tool of war-time politics, Sonja Brentjes,420

Max Planck Institute for the History of Science421

On 22 February 2022, the Russian Federation invaded Ukraine. On 24 February 2022, the422

foreign minister of the Federal Republic of Germany Annalena Baerback declared that "we"423
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had woken up to a very different world. Chancellor Scholz seconded her by speaking of a424

Zeitenwende (“turning point") and of the first time since World War II that someone tried to425

change borders in Europe by military means. The German Science Foundation (DFG) hur-426

ried to follow suit and stated that "science organizations are restricting or banning scientific427

cooperation with Russia as part of their scientific tasks and missions." Joybrato Mukherjee,428

president of the University of Giessen and president of the German Academic Exchange Ser-429

viced (DAAD), published a declaration on a blog and then in the journal University World430

News ** describing how the organization responsible for student and researcher exchange431

between the Federal Republic of Germany and other states around the globe intended to432

react to the announced new conditions. Summarizing and simplifying his statement, the433

DAAD decided to support students, university teachers and researchers from the Ukraine434

and ban all cooperation with Russia ? both without restraint, but with one exception ††. This435

exception concerns the funding of Russian students and scholars within Germany or those436

who want to study in that country, and opponents of Putin’s politics in Russia. When we ask437

whether this exception was fully implemented during the last year, the policy of sanctions438

exercised by German science institutions seems to have moved quickly away from the sec-439

ond and third component of the exception. German scholars in the humanities, for instance,440

had to reorient their research to resources held outside the Russian Federation, although441

this diminished the substance and value of their projects considerably. Science institutions442

have given instructions even to abstain from publishing together with colleagues from Rus-443

sian institutions. The quantitative impact of such measures remains unclear, though. A444

visit to the general DAAD website and its Russia-specific web page indicates no significant445

changes in the institution’s policy, which seems to contradict the president’s declaration ‡‡.446

This also seems to be reflected in the published numbers of funded applicants from the Rus-447

sian Federation and Belarus, which decreased but not as much as implied in the president’s448

statement. §§ However, the number of funded students and scholars from Ukraine increased449

significantly. ¶¶
450

Mukherjee’s article contains several statements that indicate a profound shift in the polit-451

ical engagement of leading science organizations of the Federal Republic of Germany since452

the end of the Cold War. I will limit myself here to a single point: the relationship between453

science and politics as seen and practiced by the science management. Although there are454

certain differences between the declarations of the DAAD, the DFG, the MPG or the Hum-455

boldt Foundation, all four institutions with strong engagement in the sciences on the inter-456

national level currently agree that they should follow the politics of the ruling government457

**https://www.universityworldnews.com/post.php?story=20220304085448544
††See the second part of this statement.
‡‡https://www.daad.ru/de/studieren-forschen-in-russland/
§§https://static.daad.de/media/daad_de/pdfs_nicht_barrierefrei/der-daad/zahlen-fakten/daad-

laenderstatistik_115.pdf; https://static.daad.de/media/daad_de/pdfs_nicht_barrierefrei/der-daad/zahlen-
fakten/daad-laenderstatistik_113.pdf

¶¶https://static.daad.de/media/daad_de/pdfs_nicht_barrierefrei/der-daad/zahlen-fakten/daad-
laenderstatistik_114.pdf
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in the manner how they as scientific institutions act and implement their mission to promote458

scientific research, education and cooperation. Mukherjee formulated this position as fol-459

lows: These measures mean considerable restrictions in German-Russian scientific cooperation and460

in German-Russian exchange relations. We consider these restrictions to be unavoidable. In science,461

however, we must be willing to pay this price if we take seriously the fact that, in such a crisis and462

war situation, our foreign science policy action must be in line with the overall strategy of the German463

federal government and the European Union.464

In my view such a willingness to subject scientific cooperation to the specific political de-465

cisions of a government in office and those of the European Commission is highly question-466

able. Not only was such an understanding of the relationship between science and politics467

as well as their respective institutions not subscribed to in the times of the Cold War by all468

science institutions of the Federal Republic of Germany, as shown in a recent talk by Carola469

Sachse that focused on the science diplomacy of the MPG with regard to the Soviet Union470

and China. *** It can also be seen as being in conflict with Article 5 of the German constitu-471

tion. This article guarantees the freedom of the arts and science, research and teaching. A472

subjugation of the decisions of science institutions concerning what and whom they sponsor473

to study, teach or research in cooperation with other scholars and institutions to the spe-474

cific political interests of those groups that form a government at any given moment in time475

seems to violate the constitution, a behavior the same article explicitly forbids by obliging476

these parts of society to uphold the constitution.477

Moreover, this willingness to obey the dictum of specific political circles and their views478

on events is in conflict with previous rhetoric of the very same institutions according to479

which science needs to serve humanity, peace and the solution of the enormous challenges480

that we all face. It is beyond doubt that the necessity to support any fight against an illegal481

war by sanctioning scientific cooperation was not felt by the German science establishment in482

the major wars since the end of the Cold War, not even those of the twenty-first century. As a483

contributor to this publication documents, it was rather felt necessary to apply the very same484

measures of sanctioning the sciences in a combatant country in the moment when Germany485

was itself party to an illegal war, the war on the Balkans.486

As scholars as well as managers of the science system in the Federal Republic of Germany,487

and in the face of the role of German sciences between 1933 and 1945, it should rather be our488

duty to consider carefully how closely, or not, we should be allied to the politics of the day489

and in which capacity. I think the engagement for peace continues to be our most important490

duty. Such an engagement demands that we weigh carefully the complexities of each and491

every situation of political conflict instead of reducing it to the positions of one of the parties492

involved in it. On the basis of such a balanced, academically sober analysis the great good493

of scientific cooperation should be defended as, if not a road to peace, then as an avenue for494

keeping channels of communication open. It should not be sacrificed too easily on the altar495

of political conformism and gullibility.496

There are further points that need to be considered when such far-reaching changes in497

***https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nk2olVoGC8Y
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the behavior of the science institutions of an entire country take place, for which I have,498

however, no published information and hence can formulate only questions.499

The decision to end the cooperation with Russian and Belarusian academic institutions500

and to severely curtail the possibilities of carrying out research in those two countries or to501

publish together with scholars from those two countries was taken by the four leading Ger-502

man science institutions within a surprisingly short period of time, given the usual lengthy503

process preceding any change in institutional orientation and politics in Germany. How was504

that possible? Had this decision been prepared for some time, i.e., before the Russian inva-505

sion in Ukraine? Did it result from a top-down approach of the German government and506

the European Union? How was it possible to make those institutions accept this kind of507

interference in their own institutional principles? If such preemptive decision-making has508

been undertaken and caused the synchronization of the German science management, the509

shift in institutional behavior of the four institutions is even more far-reaching than I already510

assume.511

Another major question concerns the reactions of the universities and research institutes512

to this kind of concerted break up of scientific cooperation with scholars in the Russian Fed-513

eration and Belarus. Was there any discussion of the possible damage from this political514

decision? Why is it no longer possible to uphold the fundamental principles of scientific515

research as the guiding lines of science policy? Why are science managers like Mukherjee516

ready, as he wrote, to pay "a price" instead of reflecting on the consequences of what they517

mean to do?518

One and a half year after this interference into the standard rules of scientific work and519

international cooperation it is time to discuss what this "price" is and whether there are better520

ways to fight this or any illegal war.521

4 Experiences under sanctions522

4.1 Some observations how sanctions against Russia influence scientific life523

in Russia, Dmitry Kazakov, Dubna524

• Local conferences:525

Scientists from countries that joined the sanctions boycott conferences held in Russia.526

This also includes online participation, which is not recommended or even forbidden527

by some authorities. This is not true for scientists of other countries like China, India,528

Egypt, etc.529

• Conferences in the West:530

Participation of Russian scientists in conferences held in Western countries is ham-531

pered. There are travel difficulties since there are no direct flights to Europe and other532

destinations, and one to fly through Istanbul or Arab countries. As a result, the journey533

becomes long and at least twice as expensive. Another problem is that the bank cards534

issued by Russian banks do not work abroad any more, so one cannot pay conference535

fees online and Russian banks cannot transfer money.536
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Then, the organisers of some conferences do not allow the use of affiliations with Rus-537

sian institutes, instead one has either a blank affiliation or the IUPAP one. This is not538

accepted by the Russian authorities who support the participation. Visa applications539

become more difficult, since many consulates are closed or reduced and one has to540

apply months in advance in order to obtain a new visa.541

• Joint projects and grants:542

Joint projects and grants are cancelled or suspended. This affects exchange programs.543

• International Journals:544

International journals generally continue to accept contributions from Russian insti-545

tutes with Russian affiliations.546

• Participation in experiments:547

Some collaborations have decided to exclude Russian participants despite their essen-548

tial financial and intellectual contribution. For instance, the agreement with CERN549

expires in 2024 and, if it is not prolonged, Russian experimentalists will have to leave550

CERN experiments. This is inconsistent with the motto Science brings Nations Together.551

• Experimental hardware:552

Some experimental equipment produced in Europe cannot be transferred to Russia any553

more. As a result, the construction of experimental facilities in Russia is partly frozen.554

For instance, the launch of the NICA collider at JINR is postponed. At the same time,555

part of the equipment produced in Russia is also stored and is not shipped to Europe.556

This concerns, for instance, magnets for FAIR [29].557

• Joint Institute for Nuclear Research (JINR) is an international intergovernmental organ-558

isation, like CERN.559

There are 16 member states and 5 associated members as of today. Nevertheless, JINR560

is treated in the same way as Russian organisations, as it is situated in Russia. (CERN561

is headquartered in Switzerland, but it is not a Swiss organization.). From 2025, the562

agreement with CERN will expire and JINR experimentalists will have to leave CERN563

as well, despite their valuable contributions. This concerns scientists from all JINR564

member states, not only Russians.565

4.2 Negative effects of sanctions, a Russian scientist566

Sanctions in science have numerous negative effects with no benefits at all. They produce567

frustration and a distance between Russian and Belarusian scientists and their collaborators.568

Does anyone really believe that kicking a few hundred civilians out of DESY and CERN569

will stop the confrontation between Russia and Ukraine? The obvious answer is no.570

Sanctions on publications and conferences, not allowing young people to apply for sum-571

merschools, etc., lead to serious consequences for future communication, with no real jus-572

tification. CERN claims that it puts measures on institutions but not on individuals. This573
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is hypocrisy. The interruption of international cooperation agreements leads to the loss of574

association with CERN and the blockage of computing accounts. CERN claims that it does575

not fight against individuals, but proposes nothing to Russian and Belarusian scientists. It576

gives just a few positions for some people that are already located at CERN. But these people577

are less than 10% of the contributors from Russian and Belarusian institutions. Moreover,578

not everybody can leave Russia for a long time, due to different family or health reasons.579

Nothing is proposed for these people.580

However, Belarusian and Russian scientists have made significant contributions to build-581

ing and running experiments over decades. Russia and Belarus contribute in finance, mate-582

rials and manpower. Data that are collected by the experiments is the common property of583

international collaborations, including Belarusian and Russian scientists. We have the right584

to analyze these data and to publish results. Is there any real justification for suppressing585

access to our data? Why can CERN not establish a special status of association without insti-586

tutions and allow temporarily the use of data and computing facilities?587

Two other aspects of the sanctions against Russian and Belarusian scientists:588

• Young people are rejected from the CERN summer school and some other European589

schools. This means that young people are not allowed to communicate with scientists590

from the different countries and have no opportunity to learn European culture and to591

realize that scientists from US and EU are not enemies. Some of them will lead Russian592

and Belarusian science in 10-15 years. The situation may calm down in some years but593

they will remember this unjustified rejection. It will jeopardize Russia-US/EU scientific594

communications for decades.595

• Discrimination in publications is another story. I can accept the proposal of Belle II596

where all scientists are treated equally, using ORCID identifiers. But CERN collab-597

orations completely negate their own diversity and equality statements by putting598

Russian, Belarusian and JINR scientists in a special cage by writing in their papers:599

Affiliated with an institute covered by a cooperation agreement with CERN [14]. Moreover,600

even while degrading the role of Russian, Belarusian and JINR scientists in publica-601

tions, CERN and the collaborations continue to require the same amount of authorship602

money and service work.603

Bottom line: there is significant discrimination against Russian and Belarusian scientists on604

national and geographical grounds. It contradicts to all CERN declarations on equal oppor-605

tunity, the absence of politics at CERN, etc., produces frustration, and is insulting to Russian606

and Belarusian scientists. Some of them already refuse to sign papers under these conditions.607

5 Conclusions608

We have reviewed the situation in science after over a year of sanctions imposed on Russians609

and Belarusians in the science sector. The sanctions imposed in science have not helped our610

Ukrainian colleagues, and did not help to end this continuing war, where so many younger611
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and older, brave and clever people with promising future have been killed or seriously in-612

jured.613

Following World War II, science was seen as a driver for peace that was the founding614

principle of CERN, allowing and encouraging communication and collaboration across all615

borders. This principle was maintained during the Cold War, and was a motivation for gen-616

erations of young scientists to join this field of research and contribute to the hope for a better617

world. These principles have been sacrificed on purely political grounds by political leaders618

and their scientific managers, obviously without having a clear exit strategy, nor clear rules,619

how, when and under which realistic conditions the sanctions could be lifted. Moreover,620

it seems that the damage done to the scientific community as a whole, and also to society621

in general, was not realized. Many contributors to this Dossier mention the frustrations of622

young scientists who were rejected and not allowed to participate in schools or conferences.623

And these young scientists will become the leaders of the next scientific generation.624

It is important to look to the future and propose ways out of the present dilemma. As625

mentioned earlier, some of the scientific sanctions contradict the scientific freedom of indi-626

vidual researchers. Indeed, the list of sanctioned institutions was not published by a proper627

authority but chosen arbitrarily on the basis of their geographical locations. The sanctions628

are not connected to any actions or support for the war from individuals, and do not ap-629

ply to researchers in any other part of the world, even if they support Russia’s invasion of630

Ukraine. Advice on the legality of the sanctions is required and, if they are deemed illegal,631

steps should be taken to cancel the unwarranted restrictions on researchers.632

At the moment, a big issue in physics experiments and collaborations is authorship and633

how the affiliations of authors are acknowledged. As shown by some experiments, the easi-634

est and most obvious way is to waive all affiliations on scientific publications and give only635

the ORCID identifiers, where every author can give the information she/he wants to be636

shown publicly. Such a scenario would at least remove the discrimination present in some637

of the current author lists.638

We should insist that scientific publications and peaceful scientific work should be kept as639

far away as possible from political discussions and political statements. Science is a universal640

language that allows people with different backgrounds and different narratives to talk to641

each other on the basis of equality and respect. The famous conductor Daniel Barenboim642

said at one of the concerts he gave with his orchestra in Ramallah: "This is not going to bring643

peace, what it can bring is understanding, patience and courage and curiosity to listen to the644

narratives of the other" [30]. The is perhaps the best description also of the Science4Peace645

idea.646
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